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Abstrak 
Pemanfaatan air tanah di Gorontalo sebagai sumber air irigasi sudah dimulai sejak tahun 1990. Penggunaan air tanah sebagai 
sumber irigasi disebabkan oleh kurangnya ketersediaan air permukaan serta topografi yang kurang mendukung untuk 
infrastruktur air permukaan. 
Pemanfaaatan air tanah untuk daerah Limboto belakangan ini semakin besar mengingat program Gubernur Gorontalo yaitu 
produksi jagung sejuta ton yang memerlukan air irigasi yang berasal dari air tanah. Perhitungan potensi ini sangat diperlukan 
mengingat ketersediaan air tanah pada suatu daerah sangat terbatas baik dalam volume reservoir maupun curah hujan. 
Cekungan air tanah Gorontalo khususnya sub cekungan air tanah Limboto merupakan sub cekungan air tanah dengan potensi 
yang cukup tinggi. Tulisan ini membahas mengenai penetuan potensi air tanah sub cekungan Limboto  dari sudut pandang 
geologi terutama dalam ketersediaan air dan siklus hidrogeologi.. 
Kata Kunci : Gorontalo, Limboto, potensi, Air tanah 
 

Abstract 
Gorontalo’s Groundwater production as irrigation supply water started since 1990. Using this groundwater as source for irrigation 
due to lack of surface water availability as the topographic relief also not supported for surface water irrigation infrastructures. 
Is the increased demand for groundwater irrigation due to Gorontalo’s Government policy for one million ton of corn production 
required a lot of water for the irrigation. The potential measurements is required due to the limited supply of groundwater reserve 
in order thet the limited reservoir and precipitations. 
Gorontalo’s groundwater reservoir especially Limboto sub Basin is one of the potential groundwater reservoir. This paper will 
discuss about potential measurements un geological terminology related to water balance and hidologic cycle. 
Keywords : Gorontalo, Limboto, potency, groundwater 
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II. Literature Reviews 
2.1  Basin and Basin Boundaries 
In the discussion of local Limboto groundwater basin, which will be considered in this discussion is the quantity of groundwater 
by the amount of available soil water storage. Groundwater storage basins are generally interpreted as the boundaries have 
called the basin boundary. 
2.1.1 Basin 
As the terminology differences, basin can be divided into: Basin in terms of hydrology is a major aquifer unit or multiple units of 
aquifer-related and affects each other. Essentially in the form of rock strata which is a basic part of the existing groundwater 
systems, are impermeable and can’t be explored any further. Basin in terms of geology is a place that allows for the collection / 
accumulation sediment material which is constrained by structural geology, stratigraphy and lithology. Basin in terms of 
topography that is where the morphological form that is bounded by a concave or a ridge height. The basin is usually associated 
with Watershed (DAS), where altitude or the ridge is a boundary between watersheds boundaries. 
2.1.2 Basin Boundaries 
According to Boonstra and Ridder (1990), the groundwater basin is divided into two types of boundary, which is Physical limits 
include topography, geology, aquifer thickness, a boundary condition of the aquifer (aquifer boundary), lithological variation in the 
aquifer system and aquifer characteristics. In connection with this that need to be considered is a boundary condition aquifer and 
Limit Water Governance includes the determination of water level, type of recharge area (recharge area), large absorption value 
(rate of recharge), the type of output areas (discharge areas) and the amount of output value (rate of discharge). 
 
2.2 Aquifer System Typology 
Geological factors are a very dominant factor in the formation of the aquifer system typology. Lithology factor in units of Earth 
Sciences is a factor controlling the distribution of the aquifer system, including the special geological conditions in the form of 
muscular structure, whether it is trending folds is anticline, syncline on the formation sin form and antiform. In Geomorphology, 
topographic boundary conditions in the basin formed by the basin relief conditions. According Puradimadja (1993) there were five 
Typology aquifer systems for the territory of Indonesia, which are:  

• Sediment Volcano  
• Alluvial deposition:  
• Sediment Rocks:  
• Crystalline rocks and Metamorphic.  
• Glacial Sediment  

 
2.3 Geomorphology and Geology 
Determination of the basin boundary was based on regional geological data research. Basin boundary conditions is strongly 
influenced by topographic conditions, and can be analyzed through the study area with Geomorphology analysis, so we get the 
limit Watershed (DAS) and compared to the aquifer lithology boundaries, through stratigraphic correlation with geological data 
based on geological map 
  
2.3.1 Geomorphology 
Geomorphology is the sciences that describes, defines, and discuss the land form and the processes that lead to the formation 
of the land, and to find relationships between the processes in spatial arrangement (Van Zuidam, 1977). Geomorphology is the 
knowledge about the earth's surface forms. But not only learn the geomorphologic forms on earth, but more than that studying 
materials and processes. 
Geomorphological formation can vary in each region depends on: 

1) Process  
2) lithology (Material)  
3) Process and lithology  

In the study area, geomorphology used as a potential as a regional overview of catchment (recharge) and differentiate with local 
runoff, both surface runoff and subsurface runoff. 
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In stratigraphy, the oldest intrusive rock Eocene - Oligocene is a unit of gabbro (Teog) consists of gabbro, mikrogabro and 
diabas. Lower Miocene - Middle Miocene diorite Bone (TMB) through Bilungala Volcanic rocks, Middle Miocene - Miocene is 
diorite Boliohuto (Tmbo) through Dolokapa Formation. In the Pliocene era, Granodiorite Bumbulan (Tpbg) through the Pani 
Volcanic rocks and basaltic dikes (Tb) and andesite (Ta) Lower Miocene-Pliocene rocks through Tinombo Formation, Dolokapa, 
Volcanic Breccia rocks Pinogu Wobudu and thus come to the surface. 
 
2.3.2.1 Stratigraphy 
Results of geological mapping, measurement and the reference field by Geological Map Sheet Tilamuta and Kotamobagu, 
Sulawesi, scale 1: 250,000 Geological Map Sheet Limboto, Gorontalo and Bilungala scale 1: 100 000, the sequence of rocks 
which formed from old to younger state of geological time scale in the study area as follows: 

1) Tinombo Formation (Teot) 
This Formation Consists of basalt lava, andesite lava, volcanic breccia intervals variation with sandstone, green sandstone, 
siltstone, limestone and red-gray, slightly altered rocks. Formation Tinombo shows marine depositional environments in the 
pillow lavas and the alleged existence of Eocene to Oligocene. Basalt lava basalt lavas are found as massive, fractured and 
structurally pillows, dark gray color and a fractured basalt lava colored dark gray to greenish gray. While the andesite lava 
gray. Volcanic breccia colored dark gray, very compact, components found in the basalt rocks of lava. 
Gray sandstone, calcareous nature, has a fine to medium grain size and very compact. Medium grained, green sandstone, 
very compact and hard, thin layers with thickness of about 1 cm. Gray siltstone and gray-black, very compact, partly 
calcareous. Limestone brownish-red to red, very fine grained, very compact and hard. Alternating with gray limestone, 
siltstone and sandstone. Altered rocks presumed by the fault consist of a fractured milonit brown and gray illite. 
2) Dolokapa Formation (TMD) 
Consist of sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, conglomerate, tuff and lapilli tuff, breccia and andesitic and basaltic lava. Middle 
Miocene to Upper Miocene and depositional environment is shallow marine to coastal areas. Formation Thickness 
Dolokapa suspected about 2000 m, is above the Formation Tinombo are unconformity. Gray sandstone, are calcareous, 
well-covered and very compact. Conglomerate is gray, compact, containing pieces of limestone and shows the bedding 
compound. Tuffs and lapilli tuffs are white to light gray and brownish gray, compact. Gray breccia, andesite and basalt 
components measuring between 2-8 cm, is generally compact. Lava gray to dark gray, are andesite to basalt, massive and 
compact.  
3) Bilungala Volcanic Rocks (Tmbv) 
Consists of volcanic breccia, tuff and lava. Age and Middle Miocene to Upper Miocene Formation Dolokapa same, the 
relationship between the formations is an interfingering. Volcanic sediment on the Formation Dolokapa derived from 
volcanic activity that produced Bilungala Volcanic Rocks. Lithology are thought to have a thickness of more than 1000 m, 
located on the Formation Tinombo are not aligned.  
Breccia, tuff and lava are generally gray to dark gray. Breccia with andesite and basalt components measuring between 2-6 
cm, angular to angular. Tuff rather compact, the character of dacite, the sedimentation unfavorable. Are andesitic to basaltic 
lava, fine-grained and massive. 
4) Wobudu Breccia (Tpwv) 
Prepared by volcanic breccia, tuff, lapilli tuff and lava, allegedly with a thickness of the Lower Pliocene between 1000-1500 
m and above are not aligned Dolokapa Formation. 
5) Pinogu Volcanic Rocks (QTpv) 
Pinogu Volcanic Rocks Is the result of destruction of all existing rock that lasted until today, both volcanic rocks and debris 
from coral limestone. Llitology consist of silt, sand, gravel and coral fragments. 
 
4.2 Darcy's Law 
Discussion about the groundwater of the role of Henry Darcy of Dijon, the French who in 1856 experimented in the 
laboratory by taking various examples of soil by flowing water in various situations such as in Figure 3. From the large flow 
of experiments were obtained as a function of material constants k, a cross-sectional area of material samples, different 
water height h and length L soil samples. ∆ h, L produces the following relationship: Experiments in various states of the 
values of A,   
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3.1 Population 
Administratively, the study areas include the district of Gorontalo, some Bolango and Bone County. The total population in each 
district is approximately 683 796 inhabitants is presented in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Regional Population Studies 

No  Area 
Citizen / 
Civilian 

1  Gorontalo District 420.95  

2  Gorontalo City 148.08  

3  Bonebolango District  114.766  

Total  683.796  

 
3.2 Precipitation 
Rainfall in Gorontalo is typical for the area near the equator, recently existence of two peaks associated with the passage of rain 
inter tropical zone meeting, as the sun's position. The dry season usually lasts until October and August, and the rainy season in 
December until May. Based on rainfall data from several stations recording rain forest in Gorontalo Province. 
Rain Station and used for hydrologic analysis derived from the station located in the district of Jalaluddin Tibawa or 
geographically located at 0 ° 39 'N and 122 ° 51' longitude. The amount of data that can be collected are as many as 11 years 
(years 1995-2005), the form of daily rainfall data which is accounted for by the airport manager Gorontalo Jalaluddin. This rainfall 
data is preliminary data as a basis for modeling of runoff and groundwater infiltration study area (Figure 6). 
 

 
 
 
 
3.3 Land Use 
Land use in areas of groundwater irrigation network in the basin that have been networked this stress can be divided into rice, 
corn, rice and corn, and rice and sugarcane. Land use means the current form of rice paddy fields groundwater irrigation network 
services all used for rice farming. Land use such as rice and maize were also found on some networks, where some of the land 
used for rice farming and partly for the cultivation of commodity crops of corn acreage. 
This stress basin area, especially areas south of the lake has a huge potential to be used as agricultural land. Given these 
potential areas in the basin Limboto then there are some areas of paddy fields that use groundwater irrigation. Until the year 
2006 is being designed that take advantage of the use of water irrigation areas of land covering 600 hectares. The current state 
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Figure 6 Graph comparing the average rainfall yearly

 



of land use (vegetation, land cover) in areas of groundwater irrigation in Gorontalo province in general is to include rice, with 
commodity crops of rice, and corn. 
Based on these data, it is known that the region Limboto - Gorontalo took advantage in the large agricultural region using a rice 
field soil with irrigation water as a source of water for growing rice and maize (Table 3). 
 

Table 3 Conditions of Use of Land In Limboto Basin (BBWS Sulawesi II) 

No JIAT Land Use Planting pattern 

1 SMG2 Sawah rice-rice 

2 SMG3 Sawah rice-rice 

3 SMG5 Sawah rice-rice 

4 SMG6 Sawah rice-rice 

5 SMG8 Sawah rice-rice-chili 

6 SMG11 Sawah rice-rice 

7 SMG 12B Field corn-corn-corn 

8 SMG13 Sawah rice-rice 

9 SMG 14 Sawah rice-rice 

10 SMG 15 Sawah rice-rice 

11 SMG 16 Sawah rice-rice 

12 SMG 17 Sawah rice-rice 

13 SMG 18 Sawah rice-rice 

14 SMG 20B Sawah rice-rice 

15 SMG 21 Sawah rice-rice 

16 SMG 22 Sawah rice-rice 

17 SMG 23 Sawah rice-rice 

18 SMG 24 Sawah rice-rice-watermelon 

19 TWG1 Sawah rice-rice 

20 TWG2 Sawah rice-rice 

21 TWO 3 Sawah rice-rice 

22 TWG4 Sawah rice-rice 

24 TWG6 Sawah rice-rice 

25 TWG7 Sawah rice-rice 

26 TWG8 Sawah rice-corn 

27 TWG9 Sawah rice 

28 TWG12 Sawah rice-corn 

29 TWG13 Sawah rice-rice 

30 TWO 14 Sawah rice 

31 TWG17 Sawah rice-corn 

32 TWG18 Sawah rice-rice 

33 TWO 19 Sawah rice-rice 

34 TWG21 Sawah rice 

35 TWG24 Sawah rice-rice 

36 TWG27 Sawah rice-rice 
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Based on this description, we can see the depth and thickness aquifer at each cross section, with the drilling data in the form of 
logs from all wells drilled have been used as the basis of data in knowing the physical condition of the CAT-Limboto Gorontalo 
(specifically the state of the subsurface). Analysis of hydrogeological conditions of the basin, were evaluated based on 
secondary data, pumping test. Data used for the analysis of hydrogeological conditions only carried out on drilling wells with 
hydrogeological data are available. 
This stress on district average drilling depth reaches 100 m, the position of the aquifer varies in depth between 40 m to 80 m. 
Aquifer thickness ranges from 3 m-30 m and the groundwater level fluctuates ± 3 mdpt about two meters. Aquifer thickness and 
depth of data obtained from the evaluation PAT ± 30 wells located in Limboto-Gorontalo. Based on the results of cross 
correlation analysis of borehole lithology, which has encountered unconfined aquifer depths vary from 2 to 9 mdmt (below the 
soil surface).  
The main aquifer that contributes to the groundwater basin Limboto-Gorontalo is confined semi-confined aquifer. The detailed 
overview of the aquifer system is shown by some sections that correlate the number of wells drilled lithology information. 
Location of borehole cross section can be seen in Figure 3, the cross section of the East-West direction (AA '), cross the East-
West direction (BB'), cross-section of North-South direction (CC ') and cross-section of North-South direction (DD' ).  
Preview correlation of borehole East-West direction which stretches from sub Tolotio Isimu Tibawa through the South, came into 
the country Yosonegoro Limboto Tenilo West. I estimated aquifer is unconfined aquifer at a depth of from 3 to 9 mdpt mdpt and 
aquifer II (semi-confined unconfined). At depths> 18 m. Both the position of the aquifer in detail can be seen in Table 4. 
 

Table 4 wells drilled East‐West cross section (A‐A ') 

No Sumur Lokasi 
Elevasi 

(mdpl) 

Dalam 

Sumur (m) 

Akuifer I 

(mdpt) 
Akuifer II (mdpt) 

TWG 113 Tolotio, Tibawa  150 7-15 42-55, 76-88 

SMG 21 Isimu Selatan, Tibawa 23 75 4-55  

SMG 20 Isimu Selatan, Tibawa 26 74  >19 

TWG 28 Yosonegoro Limboto 18  9-13 18-22, 42-46,69-93 

TWG 06 Yosonegoro Lim-Bar  28 102 3-6 >9 

TWG 04 Yosonegoro Lim-Bar 28 104 3-22 24-38, 52-75, .80 

TWG 78 Tenilo Limboto    5-10 45-82, >90 

SMG 09 Tenilo Limboto  12 70 4-10 >30 

 
 
The depth of the aquifer located in the north-south cross section (CC ') on district Isimu Tibawa start from the village toward the 
south until Pangadaa Bongomeme as an example' sub Batudaa '. Depth of aquifer I, which began 2 m to 20 m from the soil 
surface, while for the aquifer II, can be found at> 15 m from the ground surface. Both the position of the aquifer can be seen in 
Table 5. Borehole below. 
 

Table 5 Wells drilled, north‐south cross section (CC ') 

No Sumur Lokasi 
Elevasi 

(mdpl) 

Dalam 

Sumur (m) 

Akuifer I 

(mdpt) 

Akuifer II 

(mdpt) 

SMG 20 Isimu, Tibawa 26 74  >19 

SMG 14 Bongomeme Batudaa’ 20 76 2-20 29-63 

SMG 16 Pangadaa’, Batudaa’ 20 75 5-9 >15 

SMG 15 Pangadaa’, Batudaa’ 20 72 >4  



 
 
East-West cross-sectional correlation is the result of several wells drilled, so that formed cross-section that passes geohydrology 
Limboto and Batudaa '. I found at a depth of aquifer 4 m to 24 m from the ground surface. Preview II increasingly shallow aquifer 
position toward the West as detected in Bongomeme Batudaa. The position of the aquifer from the East to the West II began 
Tenilo Limboto, West Lemehe, and Bongomeme until Pangadaa 'Batudaa districts' at a depth of 14 m to> 90 m from the ground 
surface. Both the position of the aquifer in detail can be seen in Table 6 below. 
 

Table 6. Artesian wells, the East‐West cross section (B‐B ') 

No Sumur Lokasi 
Elevasi 

(mdpl) 

Dalam 

Sumur (m) 

Akuifer I 

(mdpt) 
Akuifer II (mdpt) 

TWG 71 Tenilo Limboto  14 103 4-12 25-68, >83 

TWG 70 Tenilo Limboto  14 106 4-10 45-80, >90 

TWG 12 Tenilo Limboto  17 103 4-6 21-34,39-56, 87-92 

SMG 11 Hutabohu, Limboto 14 75 10-24 36-61 

SMG 08 Lemehe Barat, Batudaa’ 20 105  >19 

SMG 18 Bongomeme Batudaa’ 20 74 4-9 >13 

SMG 15 Pangadaa’, Batudaa’ 20 72 >4  

SMG 19 Pangadaa’, Batudaa’ 20  0-2 14-34, >40 

 
 
 
 
Cross-section DD '(South-North), shows that the aquifer in the area Ilomongga Batudaa' consist of two layers, namely aquifer I 
(first) is found at a depth of 3 m to 10 m from the surface soil, and aquifer II (second) in the range of 14 m up to> 47 m. II deepest 
aquifer is found in the area It shows that> 90 m from the ground surface. The position of the aquifer which is the result of 
correlation in the start of Lemehe Batudaa 'to the most Northern in detail the Huidu This stress can be seen in Table 7. Below. 
 

Table 7 wells drilled, the North‐South cross section (DD ') 

No Sumur Lokasi 
Elevasi 

(mdpl) 

Dalam 

Sumur (m) 

Akuifer I 

(mdpt) 
Akuifer II (mdpt) 

SMG 05 Lemehe, Batudaa’ 17 75  >15 

SMG 07 Ilomongga, Batudaa’ 17 70 5-7 >14 

SMG 01 Ilomongga, Batudaa’ 18 70 3-8 14-64 

SMG 04 Ilomongga, Batudaa’ 18 65 3-9 23-26,>47 

TWG 12 Tenilo Limboto  17 103 4-6 21-34,39-56, 87-92 

TWG 09 Tenilo Limboto  18 102 4-6 19-55, >83 

TWG 78 Tenilo Limboto  14  5-10 45-82, >90 

TWG 21 Huidu Limboto 27 100 3-9 18-21, 87-90 

 
 
From those descriptions, we can determine the form of fence diagrams that make up an aquifer system in the area Limboto as 
follows (Figure 12) 
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As a result of the analysis, minimum water reserves exist in the region amounted to 2,115,790,485 m3 it shows the value of the 
average capacity of species for 3106 x 10-04 (Rengganis, 2010). Then the volume of groundwater is accommodated in the area 
Limboto 657 165 m3. 
Calculation of soil water potential with a volume of 657 165 m3 of groundwater reserves on the assumption that the local 
groundwater recharge and Limboto has a number of production and output either through runoff or evaporation is identical, so 
the amount of groundwater reserves remain. According to data from interviews with local residents, the region has decreased 
capacity Limboto artesian wells positive but not yet recorded the number and time of the settlement.  
 
6 Conclusion and Suggestions 
6.1 Conclusions  
1. Reservoir capacities Calculation is one method for calculating  potential volume of ground water reserves. 
2. There are differences in the calculation using the interpolation method by using the software manually.  
2. That difference represents the excess of both the lack of software in performing interpolation on the areas that have no data 

because the software limits the working area should be a rectangular region 
3. For calculations using the interpolation software and manuals do not differ significantly when translated into an average of 

every 1 km2 grid 
4. Aquifer volume calculation is 2,115,790,485 m3 to 96 km2 with a volume of 657 165 m3 of groundwater.  
5. Volume calculations were performed with the assumption that the input is similar to output  
 
6.2 Suggestions  
1. For a more accurate calculation, other data necessary for comparison outside the region Limboto and material considerations  
2. AWLR data required on the river at the watershed outlet Limboto to calculate the area of water availability 
3. Data needed for water decrease phreatic positive artesian wells that can be known pressure drop and capacity of wells. 
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